Monday 14th October, 2013

UNANIMOUS KINGDOM:
NEW WEDNESDAY CLUB ALBUM
“A TRIUMPH!”
The rock and pop world was sent into
meltdown today with the long awaited
release from chart-toppers The Wednesday
Club. Their sensational new album, Dry
Humps, is hotly-tipped to scoop up all this
year’s gongs and possibly even earn the
tuneful trio a knighthood each, if the
rumours are to be believed. Thousands of
fans gathered in London last night, braving
the pouring rain to try and get a glimpse of
their heroes at the glitzy launch bash. “I just
love them!” gushed smitten super-fan,
Karren Ablaze. “I could eat them all up for
breakfast.” And pop pin-ups Adam John
Miller, John Perry and Max Broady didn’t
disappoint their devoted fans, signing
autographs and casually chatting with the
crowd into the wee hours.
In an unprecedented move, the BBC
cancelled
its
scheduled
television
programming to offer round-the-clock
reaction and reportage. “I must admit, I
prefer their early stuff,” said the BBC’s
Director General. “But this is still a once-ina-lifetime event, one to tell your grandkids
about, and at the BBC we wanted to lead the
fanfare. The BBC has always sought to
educate, inform and entertain – which The
Wednesday Club certainly do in equal
measure!” Not to be outdone, Channel 4’s
John Snow was equally excited: “My wife’s
a huge fan. She’s stuck pictures of them all
over our fridge.”
Comparisons with Beatlemania in the
swinging sixties are inevitable, but the band
are quick to distance themselves from the
fab four. “Well, there’s three of us, for a
start,” Perry points out. “My mum didn’t
like the Beatles after Sergeant Pepper – she
said they went druggy and hairy,” says
Broady. “But we think this new album is
our Sergeant Pepper, and my mum loves it!”

Dry Humps is the seventh album by the Leeds
and London-based rockers, who have been
brandishing their unique brand of existential
sex rock for a decade now. “When we think
back to how we started all those years ago,
recording in our pokey little bedrooms without
the adoring fans we enjoy today, it’s all a bit
embarrassing,” says Broady. “Yeah, but look
at us now!” adds Miller triumphantly. “I
always wanted to be a teacher, but my parents
told me to listen to my heart and follow my
dreams.”
Following a nationwide tour over the summer,
the indie-rock heart-throbs knuckled down and
put the finishing touches to songs that, mostly,
didn’t make their previous album, Passing
Strange. Recorded partly at Hendon Cathedral
and finished off at new studio Queenstown
Heights, Dry Humps is the culmination of
months of hard work and dedication. “I kinda
hum how I want it to go,” Perry says. “Then I
sit down and read the paper while the other
two sort it out. I have no thoughts on how my
songs should sound.” The band had help from
Amanda Nordin and Lisa Bouvier, a pair of
sultry Swedish singers, and from renowned
trumpeter and BBC reporter Andy Moore.

Even the Prime Minister was getting in on
the action, cashing in on the band’s cultural
cachet. “They’re a great bunch of lads,” Mr
Cameron said, speaking to journalists from
his underground lair. “They are certainly
strivers, not shirkers! Dry Humps will give a
much needed boost to the economy and will
singlehandedly reverse the longstanding
downward trend in music industry sales.
They show that the UK still delivers worldbeating talent, and I think I speak for the
country today when I say that The
Wednesday Club represent the very best of
British.”
Speaking at the premiere in London’s trendy
west end last night, Professor Brian Cox
said, “If Einstein were here today he’d be a
fan, for sure. That guy sure knew his way
around a riff.”
Strutting the red carpet in a figure-hugging
dress, Carol Vorderman said “It’s a thumbs
up from me!”

Dry Humps is being released on the band’s
very own label, Cath ‘n’ Dad Records, using
the pay-what-you-want format which was
shamelessly stolen by Radiohead. However,
unlike those miserly Oxford sourpusses, The
Wednesday Club will be donating all the
money raised from sales to charity.
Early indications are that the album is a hit
with critics and fans alike. Ferne Cotton, in a
typically quirky move, rated the album 6 out
of 5 – and that was before she’d even heard it!
“If there’s a Nobel prize for rocking then they
definitely get my vote!” added curvy Cat
Deeley.

The Wednesday Club’s Top 5 bubbles:
Soap, Burst, Platonic, Mathematical,
Scientific.
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LOCAL NEWS: The Bitter Twist
Residents took to
the
streets
of
Shreveport today,
marching in protest
against
the
proposed erection
of a Mega Casino
in the town centre.
Plans
for
the
casino had been
rumoured
for
several months but
after the recent demolition of several local
businesses including Ralph Records
(legendary independent record store whose
staff are oft-quoted by young musicians of
the locality as being responsible for “turning
them on to some good sh**”), Icky Flix (the
local art house cinema which until its
demise laid claim to being the only cinema
in the country to be showing the film
Vileness Fats) and infamous game hunting
accessories outlet Duck Stab, the council
were forced to unveil details of the project.
Homer Flyn, owner of the pet shop Mark Of
The Mole whose property backed onto
Ralph Records lead the protests. His voice
was one of many raised in outrage amongst
banners and placards urging the council to
sever all ties with the mysteriously named
and
seemingly
anonymous
Cryptic
Corporation. Several residents and local
musicians showed their support and
sympathy for Ralph Records, holding aloft a
bed sheet painted with some tossed dice and
the witticism: “It’s the Third Reich’n’Roll”
whilst a loud speaker corralled the crowd
snaking along the river in an obtuse chorus
of “Demons Dance Alone!”
Whilst the Cryptic Corporation initially
refused to comment on their involvement
with Shreveport Council (all attempts at
contact were met with the declaration “Not
Available”) a statement eventually issued to
the media shortly before going to press
stated menacingly:
“We Make Our Own Rules.”

MY TWO CENTS:

RUSH HOUR CRUSH:

Young men of Britain, do you know where
your female counterparts go? It is a sad
indictment that in the 21st Century, in David
Cameron's Big Society, the answer is, sadly:
probably not. Studies show that up to 90% of
our male populace are not aware of the
positions of the opposite sex. Some think they
sit and watch television. Some think they laugh
and enjoy frivolous things. They must be
disabused of this notion and if I am the one to
do it, so be it. Our young lasses go to a place
where their arms fold. They go to areas where
their legs close. Furthermore they go where
their eyes close, their heads roll and their
tongues loll. Finally, if you must know (for
you should), they go where their cheeks bloat.
There is no excuse for ignorance. Hey boy,
don't YOU know?

You: tall skinny man with greasy hair who
was reading that pretentious Penguin
paperback on the Northern Line just
outside Hendon Central a couple of days
ago. I think our eyes met, but I can’t be
sure since you were wearing sunglasses
indoors. Wanna meet up for awkward book
club?
BadAssLibrarianGirl

POETRY TODAY:
Fangs For The Memories
Fangs for the memories
You spoke so clearly
Almondhoople dairydale
With fox tinged gloves
(Naturally)
“And time tethered all and yonder”
...said the Mariner
Who’s Rite and Ryme we hold so true
This many
Lovers
...and...

To the handsome man in the Lancaster
Gate lift last Friday afternoon: Are you a
teacher? I love teachers. You looked like a
teddy bear. I love teddy bears as well.
Please call me.
LadyInRed
Ginger bloke with glasses: Are you dancing
on your own? I like to lick shop windows
and suck on sour things. We should hang
out. PS Stop staring at people on the tube at
six in the morning.
HungryForLemons
You: slightly balding man in grey suit with
pink shirt, who went down on his knees and
serenaded me in Canary Wharf station
yesterday around 8.30am. I fled in disgust
and embarrassment, however, now I feel a
bit lonely and kind of regret it. Care to
meet up for karaoke and a shag?
BlondeBusinessgirl76

THEATRE REVIEW:
KOMA/4:30am
“Je vais écrire l'histoire de ma vie en temps
réel… !” Mme. Malaise de Joie quipped
cryptically to a journalist of these pages
back in 1982. At the age of 31 and
relatively unknown outside the intimate
Parisian circles of the time, all that changed
overnight as a friendship and artistic
relationship developed with Marina
Abramović, the pair becoming practically
synonymous with the European avant-garde
of the 1980’s. Indeed, many an inch of ink
of this publication was spent untangling
their performance pieces and interpretive
tongue-twisters based loosely around the
cut-up technique popularized by William
Burroughs and Brion Gysin in the late
1950’s. Abramović and Malaise de Joie
went their separate ways in the early 1990’s
following a series of underwhelming,
baffling and critically panned dramatic
improvisations based upon the 1986
assassination of Swedish Prime Minister
Olof Palme.
The separation apparently shook Malaise de
Joie the most, spending the next few
decades as a seeming recluse, surfacing
momentarily in 2009 with a collaborative
experiment in Pop Art (alongside Jean
Perrier and Maximale B, optimistically
titled Katapult). Her last public appearance
was in the audience towards the end of
Abramović’s The Artist Is Present piece at
MoMA in 2010 where her presence was
overshadowed somewhat, accidently turning
up on the same day as Uwe Laysiepen.
So, 31 years later, it was with a curious
trepidation that this reviewer took his seat at
the fashionable reopening of the Théâtre de
l'Oeuvre last night. The invitations to the
event read simply: “Retourner à form” and
the
audience
was
peppered
with
champagne-swilling celebrities for a good
two hours before the curtain rose. Your
reviewer was literally bumped into by no
less than Truman Capote (and later shared a
hipflask nip with George Clooney during
the interval).
“But, what of the godamn play...!?” I hear
you gasp as I run close to the word count.
Kindly putting to one side the fact that
Koma/4:30am has been gestating for thirtyodd years, it comes on slowly, testing the
water with a little toe before unravelling as a
musical bildungsroman of sorts (although
more Benjamin Button than Britten).
Whilst there are admittedly moments of
stark réalité, there are all too many
moments so contrived that I could see the
audience looking at each other wondering
whether or not they should have laughed
(indeed, Clooney did during Act V). The
dialogue almost wilfully undermines itself
and some scenes presented themselves as
nothing more than a series of seemingly
unrelated abstractions.

OUR BOYS DOWN THE YEARS:

The accompanying music, scored by
Malaise de Joie, sounded as though it were
lifted verbatim from Time Change (her own
ill advised fumble with the music industry
in 2011) but the most divisive moment was
saved (left?) for the une autre.
The curtain fell and just as polite applause
and relieved whispers began to patter about
the theatre, the lights went dead. A snarecrack snapped a solitary spotlight centre
stage where to the bemusement of even the
most liberally-minded audience, Malaise de
Joie (in her costume d'anniversaire)
struggled and pulled herself out of a giant
prosthetic vagina during which the
orchestra banged on a one-note cacophony
until the playwright had freed herself,
curtseyed and, blowing kisses to the wideeyed, exited stage left. Your reviewer left
as quick as possible to hunt down Clooney.
INTERVIEW:
Erwin Heisenberg-Everett
Interview with Erwin Heisenberg-Everett
on his new slapstick comedy, The Flood.
Expect chuckles, laughs and gross out
galore in this uproarious Multiple Universe
Theory comedy.
DH: Erny, a new movie packed full of
laughs! How did you persuade Will Ferrell
to play Arthur Bremer?
EHE: Well in one universe he said yes, in
another no. We just so happen to live in
this one.
DH: Great!
EHE: Isn't it?
DH: So without giving too much away can
you tell us about the film?
EHE: It's set in Hyde Park in Leeds and
recalls the characters from my youth. The
times we had, lying in bed ill, begrudging
our lot in life, wading through piles of
vomit...
DH: Sounds like a hoot!
EHE: You bet it was. So the film is my way
of telling the story of Arty Bremer, who as
we all know was a pretty crazy guy! Some
of you might remember the time he shot
George Wallace…
DH: Yes, that's one bit where I thought I'd
literally soil myself.
EHE: Of course a lot of people don't know
that Travis, Travis Bickle, knew him well.
We had him on as a consultant.
DH: Oh yes, and Travis famously wrote to
John Hinckley Jr. suggesting how he might
impress the young Jodie Foster…
EHE: That turned out to be a blast. Travis,
funny guy, you're crazy but I love you!
DH: Ronald Reagan, still not a fan?

EHE: Haha, no comment!
DH: So your film posits that things could
have turned out much differently?
EHE: Look I'm not saying it's going to
change the world but if you want a rubblestrewn puke-fest this is the one for you.
DH: Finally, before you go, is there any
truth about the relationship between you and
Ms. Foster?
EHE: Well you know what they say about
Yale girls… on the other hand, who knows?
The Flood is released on Tuesday.
METROSCOPE:
Aries
Breathe in... Hold it... Hold it... Be sure to
check over your shoulder today as those
corners once benevolent are darkening.
Attempts to restore harmony may lead to
rekindling a flame with a lost Leo but be
careful unleashing the lion... And swallow.
Taurus
With Saturn rising constantly this week,
grab that bull’s ring door knocker with both
hands and slam shut. Stay out of the sun
until you hear three shallow knocks upon
the reinforced wood... Don’t take no for an
answer from the unexpected cabin guest you
find in the shadows.

Libra
Bristol? Leicestershire? Glasgow? What
do these things have in common? Should
you pass this week’s trial you may be the
one to find out? However, Caveat Emptor!
Do not seek too far inside, be true to your
engagements and you shall reap the greatest
gift of all.
Scorpio
During this week’s full moon take a 60cm
square of tracing paper and place it against a
west facing window (a light adhesive is
acceptable, you will require both hands to
ensure you do not drop the question). Take
up a pen in you writing hand, place the other
on the paper and draw its precise outline.
Sagittarius
A family member or other emotional
obligation may this week take their leave.
Do not under any circumstances take this
anything other than personally. Your habits
of late have become unacceptable to all
around you that are likely to notice. You
may look the part now start acting it!
Capricorn
Will you ever get your dues, Capricorn!?
Do not fret, good things really do come to
those who... Wait, we shall not dishonour
you with false prophecy. Your time has
been and gone. Button up your sleeve: Take
the money and run like all hell.

Gemini
“Where has wallowing ever got you before,
you pedantic wrench!?” Should you happen
across anyone making such proclamations
this week embrace them with all your heart.
Your benefactor will be wearing a mask
made of mirrors and you are easily confused
and distracted at the best of times.

Aquarius
We may have told you last week, Aquarius,
but you would not heed: Hold yourself up
straight and tall! The wait is over, hear your
call! Love does not always appear in the
fashions of the age, likewise your map is
weathered and torn and your compass
rusting. Get out of the rain, post haste!

Cancer
If this week you feel like you are always
coming in as the crowd are going out, do not
be disheartened.
Style, like scientific
revolutions, often takes a generation to be
accepted. Do not think less of your peers
and fellow city dwellers for failing to follow
suit. Their time will come. As will yours.

Pisces
It is just like you to fall face first into
another amorous entanglement and you shall
indeed get exactly what you deserve. In
order to undo the curse repeat the advice
given to Scorpio but backwards. Also be
sure to use a red pen.

ALBUM REVIEW:
DRY HUMPS
THE WEDNESDAY CLUB

As they regrouped to brainstorm ideas for
their seventh album, Dry Humps, I imagine
The Wednesday Club must have recognised a
kinship with Edmund Hillary and Tenzing
Norgay when they became the first men to
reach the summit of Mount Everest:
exhilarated at what they have achieved and yet
still wondering “where next?”
But like Yuri Gargarin before them, they no
doubt discovered that there is always another
frontier, always yet one more milestone to
conquer. History does not sit still for long, and
it can be a fickle mistress. So while Gargarin
stunned the world by being the first man in
space, Neil Armstrong would soon go one
better and walk on the goddamned Moon. I
see you; I’ll raise you.
And as President Kennedy rightly stated,
when he announced in 1962 that the US’s goal
was to land on the Moon by the end of the
decade, “We do these things not because they
are easy, but because they are hard.”
Similarly, when the British mountaineer
George Mallory, who died trying to scale
Everest, was asked why he wanted to climb it,
he replied simply, "Because it is there." But
you can’t pin a mountain like a butterfly, and
hubris has its limits, as Icarus – and Mallory –
found to their undoing. To all who fall facefirst, you’ll only get what you deserve. Phew.
Heaven help us when we fall.

The Wednesday Club’s frequent collaborator
Andy “The Trumpet” Moore

Leo
Thought you’d buried the hatchet last week,
Leo? Well you only dropped it. Be wary of
a flame haired Aries locking doors behind
you, they only have one thing on their
minds. Latch on to your holiday plans; it
may soon be wise to leave the country.

And so, in this spirit of relentless pursuit, The
Wednesday Club find themselves hoping to
surpass even the lofty ambition of Passing
Strange, a record itself barely 6 months old.
Like the shark that must keep swimming to
stay alive, the band keeps moving, if only to
stay one step ahead of the tide of history.

Virgo
As the Mercury rises in the thermometer so
does the planet’s motor rev through your
senses this week. Be sure to wear shoes at
all times as glass splinters will be the least
of your concerns, come Saturday. Before
leaving the house, put on a brave face.
Before one of us dies.

“We search blindly in spite of ourselves,” they
proclaim. If they really are arbiters of their
own destiny then they are driven by something
they can neither articulate nor tame, afraid of
where it might lead them but unable to resist
its pull. They can’t handle the truth, nor do
they have any use for it. Afraid not of
greatness but what lies beyond, they become a
paralyzed agent: Cain, unable to do the deed.

They could have the world, but instead they
create their own, which becomes both a
blessing and a curse. “We make our own
rules,” as Miller sings. “We may as well be
talking to ourselves these days.”

LETTERS PAGE:

Within these confines a creative cabin fever
takes hold and they engage in masochistic
acts of self-immolation: the actor dying on
the stage, only making love under duress,
gladly throwing himself in front of trains.

There is no bottom to the bottle We’re not
thunderbolt pilots But gold liquor flows at West
Facing Casino Cut the common currency Can
you clear a room? Cheap money grows at West
Facing Casino

In a world unfit for them they take solace in
their own self-imposed sanctuary, evading
the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune
– kicking against the pricks, the naysayers,
and “all the reporters burying their knives
into the page.” Et tu, Broady?

I’ll see you I’ll raise you We’re here now we
may as well stick around The bitter twist
behind us and exposed A hand of Jokers

Perhaps The Wednesday Club are the first
to really grasp that there is no sense in
looking for a space outside the universe that
we are expanding into. If you go straight
long enough you’ll end up where you were.
Eternal recurrence. There are infinite
different types of infinity. There is no
bottom to the bottle.
Which returns us to the question we asked at
the outset: where do you go when you’re on
top of the world? What do The Wednesday
Club conclude, as they sit atop the
mountain, surveying all they have
conquered? “We’re here now; we may as
well stick around.”

WEST FACING CASINO

There are no hollow victories Only changed
men We watch them grope at West Facing
Casino Signal terminal strategies Finger the
fool The butts of jokes at West Facing Casino
I’ll see you I’ll raise you We’re here now we
may as well stick around The bitter twist
behind us and exposed A hand of Jokers Oh,
we make our rules down at West Facing Casino
IN THE PAPERS
Come on over, honey, Don't you be so down
Ain't you gonna miss me not being around to
take your blues away? We're in the papers
today Say anything and they'll believe us now
whatever you say
Darling you're so pretty when you're by my
side Don't you love this city? So easy to hide
and shut yourself away We're in the papers
today Tomorrow we'll be just a footnote, ain't
that always the way?
Running with the money Blood upon your shirt
You don't have to worry - nobody gets hurt and
no one has to pay We're in the papers today
They spelt my name wrong in the headline look, they missed out the 'a'
Come on over, honey, Don't be feeling down
Ain't you gonna miss me not being around to
take your blues away? We're in the papers
today Say anything and they'll believe us now
whatever you say They better get me on my
good side or there'll be hell to pay
HEY BOY (AFTER BILLY)
Hey boy Don't you know That the girls go were
their eyes close, and their legs close and their
arms fold? Hey boy Don't you know That the
girls go were their heads roll, tongues loll and
their cheeks bloat?
(HOT FOR) STEVEN’S SISTER

Sultry Swedish Singers:
Lisa Bouvier (top) and Amanda Nordin
(bottom) lent their voices to Dry Humps.

Following behind me swallowing your pride
Locked the hatch but here’s the catch We are
still inside Wallow in your own dirt In and out
of style Pass the hatchet Drop the latch Before
one of us dies And hold yourself up straight
and tall The wait is over here’s your call We
know that you’re hot for Steven’s sister but
she’s the biggest whore of them all

Stapleton! The wedding ring is the greatest
gift of all Drop the question shock them
less than Tracy did last fall Hey you’re
looking great today I hate to have to leave
Take the cash never look back, boy, and
button up your sleeve
And hold yourself up straight and tall The
wait is over here’s your call We know that
you’re hot for Steven’s sister but she’s the
biggest whore of them all
And to all who fall face first You’ll always
get what you deserve It may seem great at
first but you will only end up getting hurt

COLLAR THE DOGS
Collar the dogs Tie up the feral wolf Shut
him up with a bone I want to be alone
Send home the clowns Cancel the matinée
I'm staying here all day Wake me up when
the crowds have gone away
Out of the art school there's the actor dying
on the stage All the reporters burying their
knives into the page Under the lights I lost
my cue, made up the words in vain Bucked
by the horse I never wanted to get on again
Heaven help us when we fall Heaven catch
us when we fall

FAKE LYNX aka
FANG LANGUAGE
We are not jealous of your success We only
made love to you under duress Stealing
post for profit and fun The greatest advice
from mother to son Oh boy! You can't pin a
mountain like a butterfly
TRANSPARENT FLAGS
You can ask but we will not surrender Nor
will we fight off all of your advances Our
transparent flags will flutter in the breeze
like soliloquies We may as well be talking
to ourselves these days
We have searched blindly in spite of
ourselves We’ve hunted down the words
from stolen verse Our transparent flags will
flutter in the breeze like soliloquies We
may as well be talking to ourselves these
days
We are butterflies in the rain and we gladly
throw ourselves in front of trains
Narcissistic, zetetic to the core Not much to
look at three pathetic bores Our transparent
flags will flutter in the breeze like
soliloquies We may as well be talking to
ourselves these days

SLEEPERS

KOMA/4:30am

HUNGRY FOR LEMONS

Two clocks at the station See them slipping
slowly out of sequence Counting out the
seconds by the sleepers under the train

Structure under liner’s looking tired Of
crossing out the curses and the wires are
tapping out a code Duplicate the aspect ratio
I’m feeling saturated and my clothes are
shrinking around me And Steven took
advantage of your sister She always was the
good one but now her dignity’s in tatters

Dancing on my own, nobody is looking
Biting on the ice when I should be sucking
Staring at the clock when I should be
working

Old time superstition God is but a big
presupposition Not the work of some
clockwork magician winding the chain
But the timepiece he keeps ticks along with
the same rhythm Same system as mine
I'm winding the cog but what I want is to
pull the pendulum I'm winding the cog but
what I want is to break the balance wheel

BUZZARDS, GIZZARDS, 1983
Left in the dust for days Mr Soap says I
shouldn't stay I used to be clean You
wouldn't know it I used to be clean 'Til you
got your hands on me
Giant anthill Jam and cream Giant anthill
Buzzards and Gizzards and 1983
Left in the dust again Mr Soap says he’s my
friend I used to be clean You wouldn't know
it I used to be clean 'Til you got your hands
on me
Giant anthill Jam and cream Giant anthill
Buzzards and Gizzards and 1983

It’s a long way home I don’t think that I will
make it on my own and when you wake up
from the coma I’ve still got bones to pick with
you
It’s looking like it might be friendly fire
Sabotage the mainframe I think your spies are
missing something And haven’t we been
through all this before? Slip this band around
your wrist and snap behind closed doors And
Steven’s story makes no sense He always had a
way with words but now he’s sat on someone
else’s fence
It’s a long way home I don’t think that I will
make it on my own and when you wake up
from the coma I’ve still got bones to pick with
you

I lick shop windows and I dine on
painkillers I smoke to breath the warmer air
The frozen centres of these two percenters
And as usual no one really cares
I'm so hungry for lemons that I'll suck on
anything sour I might give you a minute
but I'll charge you by the hour
But someone's gotta keep stirring the soup
Someone's gotta keep scrubbing the soap
Someone's gotta keep sinking the ship
Someone's gotta keep scaling the stairs
Someone's gotta keep scratching the scars
Someone's gotta keep soaking the suds
THE FLOOD
Puke on the streets again And 24 hours
spent in bed Detritus ruins this womb And
the flood's beginning soon
The Flood
I shot Wallace in the neck And Travis I did
beget Ronnie for all of my sins I caused
this world to begin with The Flood
F-L-O-O-D

